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Abstract

We present rapidly converging series for the Khintchine constant and for

general �Khintchine means� of continued fractions� We show that each of

these constants can be cast in terms of an e�cient free�parameter series�

each of which involves only values of the Riemann zeta function� rationals�

and logarithms of rationals� We provide an alternative� polylogarithm se�

ries for the Khintchine constant and indicate means to accelerate such

series� We discuss properties of some explicit continued fractions� con�

structing speci�c fractions that have limiting geometric mean equal to

the Khintchine constant� We report numerical evaluations of such special

numbers and of various Khintchine means� In particular� we used an opti�

mized series and a collection of fast algorithms to evaluate the Khintchine

constant to more than ���� decimal places�
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�� Introduction

The Khintchine constant arises in the measure theory of continued fractions�
Every positive irrational number can be written uniquely as a simple continued
fraction 
a�� a�� a�� � � � � an� � � ��� i�e�� with a� a nonnegative integer and all other ai
positive integers� The Gauss�Kuz�min distribution 
��� predicts that the density
of occurrence of some chosen positive integer k in the fraction of a random real
number is given by

Proban � k� � � log�

�
��

�

k � ���

�
�

In his celebrated text� Khintchine 
��� uses the Gauss�Kuz�min distribution to
show that for almost all positive irrationals the limiting geometric mean of the
positive elements ai of the relevant continued fraction exists and equals

K� ��
�Y
k��
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� �

�

kk � 	�

�log� k
�

�Y
k��

k
log�

�
�� �

k�k���

�
�

The fundamental constant K� is the Khintchine constant� Ever since Khint�
chine�s elegant discovery there has been a keen interest in the numerical eval�
uation of K� 
��� 	�� 	�� 	�� 	��� It is known that this constant can be cast in
terms of various converging series� the following example of which having been
used by Shanks and Wrench to provide the �rst high�precision numerical values
for K��

logK�� log	� �
�X
s��

�	s�� �

s

�
��
�

	
�
�

�
� � � � �

�

	s� �

�
� ��

This series can be rendered even more computationally e�cient via the introduc�
tion of a free integer parameter� We used a carefully optimized free�parameter
series to resolve K� to ���� decimal places K� � 	������	����� � � � see x���

The Khintchine constant can be thought of as a member of a certain class
of constants we shall call Khintchine means Kp� for real numbers p � �� The
H�older mean of order p of the continued fraction elements� namely limk
a

p
� �

ap� � � � �� apk��k�
��p� also exists with probability one and again with probability

one equals the constant�

Kp ��

�
�X
k��

�kp log�

�
��

�

k � ���

����p

�

See the �nal section of Khintchine�s book 
��� for a proof for p � �
� � or more

modern references on ergodic theory for a proof for p � � 
����� We may interpret
K� as the limiting instance of the Kp de�nition as p � �� We shall show in
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Theorem � below that for any negative integer p the Khintchine mean of order
p satis�es an identity

Kp�
p log	� �

�X
s��

�s� p�� ��Qsp� 	�

where each coe�cient Qsp is rational� Again� there is a free�parameter general�
ization� which we employed to resolve the harmonic meanK�� also to over ����
decimal places K�� � ����������	�� � � � see x��� It is of interest that� evidently�
only K� can be written as a series involving exclusively even zeta arguments�
The computational implications of this unique property of K� are discussed in
x�� We should mention that aside from the series �� for K� there are other pre�
viously known formulae for Khintchine means� some of which involve derivatives
of the zeta function 
	���

In the next section we establish the series forms �� and 	� for K� and the
general Khintchine meansKp� respectively� Actually� �� and 	� can be thought
of as degenerate cases of free�parameter forms in which an integer parameter can
be optimized for numerical e�ciency� Then in x� we present polylogarithm series
and a certain zeta�like function whose evaluations can be used to accelerate the
polylogarithm series� In x� we discuss explicit continued fractions with a view
toward determining whether H�older means exist and coincide with Khintchine
means� In particular� some numbers known to have geometric mean zeroth
H�older mean� equal to K� are presented� Finally� in x� we discuss numerical
details relevant to very�high�precision evaluation of Khintchine means�

�� Fundamental Identities

This section is devoted to presenting the basic identities� We begin with a
list of preliminary� largely elementary� results needed in the paper� The �rst
lemma amounts to a set of observations due to Wrench and Shanks 
	���

Lemma �� a� We have

� log�� x� log� � x� �
�X
k��

Ak

k
x�k�

where As ��
P�s��

m�� ���
m���m�

b� Further�

NX
k��

log��
�

k
� log� �

�

k
��

NX
k��

logk � �� log��
�

k�
� � � logN� log� �

�

N
��

c� Thus�
�X
k��

log��
�

k
� log� �

�

k
� � � logK�� log	��
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Proof� Part a� is most easily seen by di�erentiating both sides� The left�hand
side becomes fx��f�x� where fx� �� log��x����x�� Using the standard
relationship

�X
k��

ak
�� x

xk �
�X
k��

f
kX

j��

ajgx
k

produces a��

Partb� is easily established inductively after expanding the left�hand side�

Part c� follows on taking limits and noting that

�
NX
k��

logk � �� log��
�

k�
� � logK�� log	��

as follows from the de�nition of K�� �

We shall �nd it convenient to use the Hurwitz zeta function de�ned by

�s�N� ��
�X
n��

�

n�N�s
�

so that �s� � �s� �� and so that for N a nonnegative integer

�s�N� � �s��
NX
n��

�

ns
�

With this notation we have�

Lemma �� a� For N a positive integer�

�X
n��

�n�N� �
�

N
�

b� For N a positive integer�

�X
n��

�	n�N�

n
� log

N � �

N
��

c� The integral Z �

�

log�� t��

t� � t�
dt � � log�	��

Proof� The proofs of the �rst two identities are similar and rely on expanding
the zeta terms� rearranging the order of summation and re�evaluating� In both
cases� the result telescopes to the desired conclusion�
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Part c� is less immediate� Actually� the inde�nite integral is evaluable with
the aid of the theory of the dilogarithm 
���� The integral

Z t

�

log�� x��

x� � x�
dx

equals the log terms

�
log�� � t�

	
� log�	�� log	� log�� t�� log�� t� log�� t�� logt� log�� t�

plus the dilog terms

dilogt�� dilog� � t�� dilog
� � t

	
��

and the limit as t� � yields the desired result � log�	�� �

We are now in a position to establish a general Shanks�Wrench identity 
	��
for K��

Theorem �� For any positive integer N �

logK�� log	� �
�X
s��

�	s�N�
As

s
�

NX
k��

log��
�

k
� log� �

�

k
�� ��

where As ��
P�s��

m�� ���
m���m�

Remark� The integer N is a free parameter that can be optimized in actual
computations to signi�cantly reduce the number of zeta evaluations required�
Variation of this parameter also provides a kind of error check� for whatever the
choice of positive integer N � one expects the same result for the left�hand side�
Note that in the case N � � the second summation is empty� and we recover
precisely the K� identity �� of x��

Proof� Let fN� denote the right�hand side of ��� Then

fN � ��� fN� �
�X
s��

As

s
N��s � log��

�

N
� log� �

�

N
�

which equals zero by Lemma �a�� Thus� since �	s�N�� � su�ciently rapidly�

f�� � fN� � lim
N��

fN�

� �
�X
k��

log��
�

k
� log� �

�

k
��
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By Lemma �c�� this sum agrees with logK�� log	�� �

As a companion relation to the identity of Theorem �� we can establish
an elegant integral representation for the left�hand side� There is a powerful
generalization of Lemma 	b� in the form of a generating function based on
Euler�s product for sin�t���t� see 
	�� p� 	����� For real t in 
���� de�ne gt�
by

gt� ��
�X
s��

�	s�� �

s
t�s � � log

�
sin�t�

�t

�
� log�� t��� ��

and de�ne also the limiting case g�� �� log 	� We only need observe now that�
on the basis of Theorem � with parameter N � ��

logK�� log	� �

Z �

�

log	� � gt��t

� � t
dt�

and with the help of the previous dilogarithm integral evaluation we thus arrive
at an integral representation� Reference 
	�� contains an equivalent integral
identity��

Corollary �� The following integral representation holds for K��Z �

�

log
sin�t���t��

t� � t�
dt � � logK�� log	��

It is amusing to observe that Lemma �c� may also be turned into an anal�
ogous integral form�

logK�� log	� �

Z
�

�

logbtc�

t� � t�
dt �

Z �

�

logb��tc�

� � t
dt�

This was observed from a very di�erent starting point by Robert Corless 
���
but follows immediately on breaking the �rst integral up at integer points�

We now derive new� corresponding identities for the higher�order Khintchine
means� They are in some sense simpler� since one logarithmic term is replaced
by a negative integral power� There is an observation that leads directly to a
zeta function expansion for these general Khintchine means� Note that a sum
of terms kp log�� k������ can be expressed� via expansion of the logarithm�
in terms of sums of the form note p is assumed to be a negative integer��

�X
n��

�

n�s�p�� ��n��p
�

Upon expansion of the term

���� ��n��p
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in powers of ��n� we obtain an identity for the pth power ofKp as a series of zeta
functions� The result� after the same manner of free�parameter manipulation
we used for K�� is a new series that can be thought of as a companion identity
to the Shanks�Wrench expansion of Theorem ��

Theorem �� For negative integer p and positive integer N we have

Kp
p log	� �

�X
n��

P
�

j��

�
j�p��
�p��

	
�	n� j � p�N�

n
�

NX
k��

log��
�

k�
�k � ��p�

Remark� Note that for N � � the �nal sum is empty� the coe�cient of any given
�s� is an easily computed rational� and we immediately establish a general series
with rational coe�cients� 	� of x��

Corollary �� The constant K�� satis�es� for any integer N � ��

log	�

K��
�

�X
n��

�
N �

P�n
k�� �k�N�

n
�

NX
k��

log�� k���

k � �
�

Proof� It su�ces to show that for every positive integer n

�X
j��

�	n� j � �� N� �
�nX
k��

�k�N� �
�

N
�

This follows immediately from Lemma 	a�� �

�� Polylogarithm Series

There exist some interesting identities for the Khintchine constant in terms of
polylogarithm evaluations� One particularly interesting polylogarithm identity
is obtained by resolving the integral representation of Corollary � in polyloga�
rithm terms 
	��� One may employ the Euler product for sin z�z to write the
integral as a sum of logarithmic integrals� each in turn expressible in terms of
polylogarithms� This procedure leads to the series

logK�� log	� � log
�	� � Li��

�

	
� �
�

	

�X
n��

���nLi�
�

n�
��

where� Limz� is the polylogarithm function� Limz� ��
P
�

k�� z
kk�m�

A somewhat di�erent application of polylogarithms is to use the classical
Abel identity 
���

log��x� log��y� � Li�
x

�� y
��Li�

y

�� x
��Li�x��Li�y��Li�

xy

�� x��� y�
�
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together with Lemma �c�� setting x �� ��n� y �� ���n to obtain

logK�� log	� �
��

�
�
�

	
log�	� �

�X
n��

Li�
��

n� � �
��

An interesting line of analysis starting from this last polylogarithm series is to
�peel o�� parts of the Li� function� casting the corrections in closed form� Such
a procedure gives polylogarithm�based analogues of Theorem �� For example�
one can replace the last Li� summand above with a more rapidly decaying term

Li�
��

n� � �
��

��

n� � �
�
�

�

�

n� � ���

and add back a correction

���� �
�

�
�	� �

��

��
�
��

��
�

where � is the zeta�like function

�m� ��
�X
n��

�

n� � ��m
�

Careful Eulerian partial fraction decomposition as detailed in 
��� can be used
to produce a closed�form evaluation of �m� for any positive integer m� In this
way one may accelerate the convergence of relevant polylogarithm sums�

�� Explicit Continued Fractions

It is remarkable that� even though a random fraction�s limiting geometric
mean exists and furthermore equals the Khintchine constant with probability
one� not a single explicit real number e�g�� a real number cast in terms of fun�
damental constants� has been demonstrated to have elements whose geometric
mean equals K�� Likewise� for any negative integer p� not a single explicit real
number has been shown to have elements whose H�older mean equals Kp� In
any event� it is worthwhile to mention some classical continued fractions with
respect to this theoretical impasse�

The continued fraction for e is

e � 
	� �� 	� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� �� �� �	� � � ���

The elements are eventually comprised of a meshing of two arithmetic progres�
sions� one of which has zero common di�erence while the other has di�erence
two and diverges� Thus the meshing has diverging geometric mean� Thus� e
does not possess geometric mean K�� The harmonic mean for e does exist� but
equals ��	� which is notK��� It turns out that any fraction with elements lying
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in a single arithmetic progression can be evaluated in terms of special functions�
Explicitly� for any positive integers a� d we have 
	� eq� �������


a� a � d� a � 	d� a� �d� ���� �
Ia�d��

�
d �

Ia�d
�
d �

�

where I� is themodi�ed Bessel function of order �� These arithmetic progression
fractions are certainly interesting� and not beyond deep analysis� It was known�
for example� to C� L� Siegel that these fractions are transcendental 
		�� But
each such fraction has diverging geometric mean and indeed diverging H�older
means� Note that the means are monotone nondecreasing in p� and so a fraction
with lim inf of its elements in�nite has in�nite means�

Another example of interest is �� whose continued fraction expansion is

� � 
�� �� ��� �� 	�	� �� �� �� 	� �� �� � � ���

The continued fraction elements do not appear to follow any pattern and are
widely suspected to be in some sense random� Based on the �rst ���������� con�
tinued fraction elements� the geometric mean of the fraction elements yielding
the same precision� is 	������� and the harmonic mean is �������	 
�	�� These
values are reasonably close to K� and K��� but of course no conclusion can be
drawn beyond this�

It is a well�known theorem of Lagrange that the elements of a simple contin�
ued fraction form an eventually periodic sequence if and only if the fraction is
an irrational quadratic surd� All H�older means for p � ������	� ��� then exist�
and are completely determined by one period of elements� Hence� each H�older
mean of a quadratic surd is an algebraic number� Clearly� for any algebraic
number c � a��b formed from integers a� b� one can write down a quadratic surd
having geometric mean c� Along these lines� it is not hard to show that if there
exists an integer m � 	 such that

logK��m�

log	�m�

is rational� then there exists a quadratic surd with geometric mean K�� Thus
the issue of transcendence for K� and related numbers is an interesting one� and
one we return to in the next section�

Even though no explicit real number is known to have elements whose geo�
metric mean is K�� it is still possible to fabricate explicit lists of elements whose
geometric mean does equal K�� If one were in possession of some representation
of K� to arbitrary accuracy� one could of course construct a fraction having
geometric mean K� by appending a �	� respectively� ���� to the element list
whenever the current geometric mean were above below� K�� There seems to
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be no way to determine a priori the value of� say� the nth element� Thus� such
a constructed fraction is not explicit�

But it is possible to give an explicit list of elements having the desired
property� One successful construction has been given by 
��� as follows� Consider
the naturally ordered rationals in ����� that is� consider

��	� ���� 	��� ���� 	��� ���� ���� 	��� ���� ���� � � � �

where for each successive denominator d � 	� �� �� � � � we employ in increasing
order all numerators between � and d � � inclusive� Now consider the �nite�
set of fraction elements for each rational in the list� We also demand the
caveat that no such terminating fraction is allowed to end with element �� so
for example 	�� is the fraction 
�� 	� rather than 
�� �� ���� If we concatenate the
elements from all the terminating fractions� the in�nite chain of elements has
limiting geometric mean equal to K�� The resulting sequence of elements starts
out�

A � 
	� �� �� 	� �� 	� �� �� �� 	� 	� �� �� 	� �� �� �� �� 	� �� 	� �� �� �� �� 	� � � ���

The geometric mean of the �rst ������ elements of A is 	����	� � � � � which
appears low but note that as the denominator d increases during construction
of the elements� larger and larger elements such as d itself� appear�

But one may construct elements whose geometricmean converges much more
rapidly to K�� One such construction is based on a deterministic stochastic
sampling of the Gauss�Kuz�min density� and proceeds as follows� First� for non�
negative integer n de�ne the van der Corput discrepancy sequence 
��� to be a
set of the base�	 numbers

dn� � ��b�b�b� � � � �

where the bi are the binary bits of n� with b� being least signi�cant� As n
runs through positive integers� the sequence of dn� is con�ned to ���� and has
appealing pseudorandom properties� The construction of the number we shall
call Z� then starts with a� �� �� and loops as follows�

For n � � to �� set an �� b��	d�n� � ��c�

The continued fraction elements an thus determined start out

Z� � 
�� 	� �� �� ��� �� �� �� 		� 	� �� �� �� �� 	� �� ��� 	� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� �� � � ���

On the idea that the discrepancy sequence is in a certain sense equidis�
tributed� we are moved to posit�

Conjecture� The geometric mean of the number Z� is in fact the Khintchine

constant K�� Furthermore� every limiting p�th H�older mean of Z� for p �
����	� ��� is the respective Khintchine mean Kp�
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With regard to the above conjecture� S� Plou�e 
��� has reported a computa�
tion of the geometric and harmonic means through �	����� continued fraction
elements of Z�� His results are 	������	�	�� and ������������� respectively�
which are remarkably close to the expected theoretical values� The authors have
also been informed by T� Wieting that he has an unpublished proof of the basic
conjecture� i�e�� that the limiting H�older means of Z� exist for p � ������	� ���
and furthermore equal the corresponding Khintchine means 
	��� In the wake
of such positive results� one can ask in addition for� say� the rate of convergence
to K�� Again on the basis of the distribution of discrepancy values we think it
reasonable to conjecture that the geometric mean Gn of the �rst n elements of
Z� satis�es

jGn �K�j � c�nq

for some absolute constant c and some q � ��	�

Yet a third� and novel construction runs as follows� First� for the correct
Gauss�Kuz�min density of ��s� namely p� � log������ generate a list of ��s and
��s by assigning element values an � kdnp�e�dn���p�e� for n � � and k � ��
Now replace the remaining ��s in the sequence with 	�s� by replacing p� with
p��� � p�� and incrementing k to 	� in which case the index n on an refers�
naturally� to the nth zero of the preceding list� Continuation of this construction
for k � �� �� � � � gives a real number�

R � 
�� �� 	� �� �� �� �� 	� �� �� �� 	� �� �� �� �� �� �� 	� �� �� �� �� 	� �� �� �� � � � ��

Through ������� elements the geometric and harmonic means for R work out to
be 	����� and ������� respectively� Although we have not done so� it should be
possible to prove for example that the limiting geometric mean of these elements
is indeed K��

�� Computation of Khintchine Means

As intimated in our introduction� calculation of K� has occupied the atten�
tion of various researchers� For example� Gosper recently computedK� to 		��
digits 
�	�� Our �����digit value is in complete agreement with Gosper�s 		��
digits� There is also the interesting problem of computing fraction elements
from decimal representations of certain real numbers� a task that one may wish
to do in� say� statistical experiments involving Khintchine means� We mention
that in 
	�� an interesting algorithm is presented for computation of fraction
elements without recourse to decimal input� Instead� di�erential properties of
an appropriate function are used� For example� Shiu resolved ������ elements
of the fraction for e� using properties of the function ft� � sinlogt���

By exploiting various modern algorithms to be described presently� the
present authors have explicitly computedcdotsK� and K�� to more than ����
decimal digit accuracy� These computations were performed with the aid of the
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MPFUNmultiprecision software 
�� ��� which was found to be signi�cantly faster
for our purposes than other available multiprecision facilities� One utilizes this
software by writing ordinary Fortran��� code� with multiprecision variables de�
clared to be of type mp integer� mp real or mp complex� In the computations
described below� the level of precision was su�ciently high that the �advanced�
routines of the Fortran��� MPFUN library were employed� These routines em�
ploy special algorithms� including fast Fourier transform FFT� multiplication�
which are e�cient for extra�high levels of precision�

The constant K� was computed using the formula given above in Theorem
�� with the free integer parameter N � ���� and with N � �	� as a check� The
implementation of this formula was straightforward except for the computation
of the Riemann zeta function� To obtain �����digit accuracy in the �nal result�
	��� terms of the indicated series were evaluated� which requires f�	k�� � �
k � 	���g to be computed� One approach to compute these zeta function values
is to apply formulas due to P� Borwein 
��� These formulas are very e�cient for
computing one or a few zeta function values� but when many values are required
as in this case� another approach was found to be more e�cient� This method is
based on an observation that has previously been used in numerical approaches
to Fermat�s �Last Theorem� 
�� ���� namely

coth�x� �
�	

�x

�X
k��

�	k����kx�k

� cosh�x�� sinh�x�

�
�

�x
�
� � �x���	� � �x����� � �x����� � � � �

� � �x����� � �x����� � �x����� � � � �
�

Let Nx� and Dx� be the numerator and denominator polynomials obtained
by truncating these two series to n terms� Then the approximate reciprocal
Qx� of Dx� can be obtained by applying the Newton iteration

Qk��x� �� Qkx� � 
� �Dx�Qkx��Qkx��

Once Qx� has been computed to su�cient accuracy� the quotient polynomial is
simply the product Nx�Qx�� The required values �	k� can then be obtained
from the coe�cients of this polynomial�

Computation time for the Newton iteration procedure can be reduced by
starting with a modest polynomial length and precision level� iterating to con�
vergence� doubling each� etc�� until the �nal length and precision targets are
achieved� Computation time can be further economized by performing the two
polynomial multiplications indicated in the above formula using a FFT�based
convolution scheme� In our implementation� FFTs were actually performed at
two levels of this computation� i� to multiply pairs of polynomials� where the
data elements to be transformed are the multiprecision polynomial coe�cients�
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and ii� to multiply pairs of multiprecision numbers� where the data elements
to be transformed are integers representing successive sections of the binary
representations of the two multiprecision numbers�

The constant K�� was computed by applying the formula in Corollary ��
Again� the challenge here is to precompute values of the Riemann zeta function
for integer values� But in this case both odd and even values are required� The
odd values can be economically computed by applying the following two for�
mulas� the �rst given by Ramanujan� but simpli�ed slightly and known earlier�
the second derived by di�erentiating a companion identity of Ramanujan 
�� ch�
����

��N � �� � �	
�X
k��

�

k�N�	exp	k��� ��

��	���N��
�N��X
k��

���k
B�kB�N����k

	k���N � �� 	k��
�

��N � �� � �
�

N

�X
k��

	�k� 	N� exp	�k�� 	N

k�N��exp	k��� ���

�
�

	N
�	���N

�N��X
k��

���k
B�kB�N����k

	k � ����N � 	� 	k��
�

Here B�k is as always the 	kth Bernoulli number�

Alternatively� the formulas can be written in terms of the even zetas as

��N � �� � �	
�X
k��

�

k�N�	exp	k��� ��

�
�

�
f
�N � ��

	
��N � ���

NX
k��

	��k���N � �� �k�g�

��N � �� � �
�

N

�X
k��

	�k� 	N� exp	�k�� 	N

k�N��exp	k��� ���

�
�

	N�
f
�NX
k��

���k	k�	k���N � 	� 	k� � 	N � ����N � 	�g�

These two formulas are not very economical for computing a single odd value
or just a few odd values of �k�  again� the formulas in 
�� are more e�cient
for such purposes� But these Ramanujan formulas are quite e�cient when a
large number of odd zetas are required� Note that the in�nite series in the two
formulas can be inexpensively evaluated for many N simultaneously� since the
expensive parts of these expressions do not involve N � Further� the evaluation
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Cont� Frac� Geometric Harmonic
Constant Elements mean mean
K� ���	 	������� ��������
K�� ���	 	��		��� ��������
A ����� 	����	�� ��������
R ������ 	����� ������
Z� �	����� 	������	 ���������
� �������� 	������� �������	

Table �� Continued Fraction Statistics

of the in�nite series can be cut o� once terms for a given N are smaller than
the �epsilon� of the numeric precision level being used� Happily� convergence
here is fairly rapid for large N �

At �rst glance� the latter summations in these two formulas may appear
quite expensive to evaluate� But note that each is merely the polynomial prod�
uct of two vectors consisting principally of even zeta values� Thus� both sets of
summation results can be computed using multiprecision FFT�based convolu�
tions�

Computation of K� to ���� digit precision required 	�� hours on an IBM
RS����� ��� workstation� and computation of K�� also to ���� digits required
some �	 hours� Excerpts of the resulting decimal expansions for each are in�
cluded in the appendix� The complete expansions are available from the authors�

One intriguing question that was raised decades ago 
	�� is whether the
continued fraction elements of K� themselves enjoy a limiting geometric mean
K�� We can of course ask more generally whether� for the fraction elements
of any Khintchine mean Kp� the limiting H�older mean of order q is in fact
Kq� During the task of computing from a given decimal representation a H�older
mean of some order� the issue of where to terminate the list of continued fraction
elements is an interesting one� We employed a simple criterion� if x is known
numerically� to D decimals to the right of the decimal point� generate continued
fraction elements for x until a convergent p�q has 	q� � ��D� The motivation
for choosing this simple criterion is the theorem that at least one of any two
successive convergents must satisfy

j
p

q
� xj �

�

	q�

and conversely� any reduced ratio p�q satisfying this inequality must be a con�
vergent of x 
����
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Our results are shown in Table �� together with results for the constants
K��� A� R� Z� which were de�ned above�� and �� To give statistical per�
spective to our results for K� and K��� we computed the geometric and har�
monic means of the �rst ���� fraction elements for each of ��� pseudoran�
dom multiprecision numbers of the same precision� namely ���� decimal digits�
The average and standard deviation of their geometric means were 	�������
and ������	�� respectively� The same statistics for their harmonic means were
�������� and ��������� respectively� Note that these two averages are in good
agreement with the theoretical valuesK� andK��� In any event� it appears that
the geometric and harmonic means for the �rst ���	 elements of our �����digit
K� are within reasonable statistical limits of the expected theoretical values�

A question implicitly asked in the previous section is whether K� or K��
is algebraic� This question can be numerically explored by means of integer
relation algorithms� A vector of real numbers x�� x�� � � � � xn� is said to possess
an integer relation if there exist integers ak such that a�x��a�x��� � ��anxn � ��
It can easily be seen that a real number � is algebraic of degree n � � if and
only if the vector �� �� ��� � � � � �n��� possesses an integer relation� Even if �
is not algebraic� integer relation algorithms produce bounds that allow one to
exclude relations within a region�

We employed the �PSLQ� algorithm developed by Ferguson and one of the
authors� a simpli�ed version of which is given in 
��� This algorithm� when
applied to power vectors generated from our computed values of K� or K���
found no relations for either� On the contrary� we obtained the following result�
if K� satis�es a polynomial of the form

� � a� � a�� � a��
� � a	�

	 � � � � � a
��

�

in the variable �� then the magnitude of some integer coe�cient ak exceeds
����� The same was found to be true for K���

In a second experiment� we explored the possibility that K� or K�� is given
by a multiplicative formula involving powers of primes and some well�known
mathematical constants� To that end� let pk denote the kth prime� We estab�
lished� using PSLQ� that neither K� nor K�� satis�es a relation of the form

� � a� log� �
�
X
k��

ak log pk

�a�� log � � a�� log e� a�� log 	 � a� log ��� � a�� log log 	

with integer coe�cients ak of absolute value ���� or less� By exponentiating
this expression� it follows that neither K� nor K�� satis�es a corresponding
multiplicative formula with exponents of absolute value ���� or less�
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There are many other tests that might be applied� For example� further
work might be to rule out the possibility that logK�� logK��log 	�� or one of
many other forms involving K� be an algebraic number of low degree�
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Appendix� The Khintchine Constant K� to ���	
 Digits
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